Hence the large matrices above may be multiplied together in the usual component-like manner.
K is a regular m x n matrix valued function of bounded variation satisfying dK(0) = 0, dK(l) = 0. iξ is a regular r x n matrix valued function of bounded variation satisfying dK^O) -0, dK^ΐ) = 0.
H is a regular w x (2m -m) matrix valued function of bounded variation satisfying dH(0) = 0, ώJΪ(l) = 0. jff x is a regular n x s matrix valued function of bounded variation satisfying dH^O) = 0, dffi(l) = 0. P is a continuous ^ x ^ matrix. Now let 3f denote those elements yeX satisfying 
y + H[Cy(O) + Dy(l)]
is absolutely continuous.
ly = (y + H[Cy(0) + Dy(l)]
+ Hrf)' + Py exists a.e. and is in X.
Ayφ) + [ dK(t)y(t) + By(ΐ) =0,
Γ dK,{t)y{t) = 0 .
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The purpose of this article is to discuss the expression Γon & as a linear relation L, defined by its graph L = {(y, ly): y e ^} c X x X .
Note that ly may be multivalued. If H ± possesses a linear combination of columns which is absolutely continuous, then ly is unique only modulo such combinations. Note also that S& may not be dense in X. If K x possesses linear combinations of rows which are absolutely continuous then & is orthogonal to those combinations.
In seaching for the adjoint of L, we encounter the following problem even if ly is uniquely defined: If £2f is dense in X, y e D, and feX*, let [y, f] denote f(y). Then ^*, the domain of L*, in X* is given bŷ * = {/: [ly, f] = [y, g] for some έreZ* andί/e^}.
If I* denotes the form of the adjoint, then l*f = g is uniquely defined. For if l*f = h as well, then [y, g -h] = 0 for all ye&r. If y-+y Q , then [y, g -h]-> [y 0 , g -h] = 0, and 0 -h = 0 in X* However, if ^ is not dense in X, then ?*/ -g is defined only modulo 3f L (Kelley and Namioka [7; p. 120 
The adjoint is not unique. This is well borne out with the adjoint actually derived in section IV. The domain of L*, ^*, consists of those elements zeX* satisfying 1. for each z there is an r x 1 matrix valued constant φ such that
] + 1^*0)' + P*z exists a.e. and is in X*.
The relation L* is defined by its graph L* = {{z, l + z): z 6 jgr*} c X* x X* .
When & is not dense in X because of the absolute continuity of a linear combination of rows of K 19 then l + z is multivalued since Φ is not unique. Further when ly is multivalued because of the absolute continuity of linear combination of columns of H l9 then £^* is orthogonal to those combinations and is not dense in X*.
Although multivaluedness and nondensity of domains cause problems when the setting is a standard Banach space such as X, the setting of linear relation in X x X handles these problems quite nicely.
Further examples illustrating this phenomenon have been presented recently by Coddington [5] , [6] , IL Linear relation* (See Arens [1] or Brown [12] .) A linear relation T on X is a set valued mapping with domain and range in X whose graph G(T) is a linear subspace of X x X.
If y is in the domain of T, D(T), and Ty denotes the image of y under T, then the graph of T in X x X is given by
G(T)={(y, Ty) yeD(T)}.
(It is clear that a linear operator can be identified with its graph, so that it also can be thought of as a linear relation.) It is easy to see that T (0) 
is a subspace of the range of T, R(T); that x,ye T(γ) if and only if x = y mod Γ(0); that if y τ e T(y), then T(y) = y τ + T(0); and that

G{T) = {(y, y τ + T(0)):yeD(T), y τ e T(y)} .
The null space of Γ, N(T), is given by N(T) = {y: {y } O)eG(T)}
and is a subspace of X.
T is closed if G{T) is closed. The closure of T is dermined by G(T). T is normally solvable if it is both closed and has closed range. Closure of T implies the closure of both N(T) and T(0).
The purpose of introducing linear relations is to be able to define an adjoint for T. Let [y, z] -z{y) for yeX, zeX*. This can be extended to X x X and X* x X* by setting when (y u y 2 )eXx X and (z lf z 2 )eX* x X*. Then T* is identified with its graph
This, of course, agrees with the standard definition when T is an operator with dense domain. Γ* has a number of properties similar to adjoint operators. We refer the reader to [1] or [12] for further details. We shall use these properties implicitly throughout the remainder of the article.
l* The adjoint of L. Recall that the expression l + z is given by
We introduce in addition the expression l ++ z, given by
where φ and φ x are appropriate vector valued constants suitably chosen so the expression within the parentheses is absolutely continuous. 
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By using the formulas resulting from multiplying (QT)) an( i its inverse, the term z*y\\ can be written in terms of end point boundary conditions in z and y. An appropriate regrouping of terms completes the proof.
We are now in a position to characterize the adjoint linear relation L*. V* Self-adjoint operators on subspaces of Jzf n 2 [0, 1]* Let the columns of H t be suitably arranged such that the first s t of them form a maximal independent absolutely continuous collection. Then ίZi can be partitioned into fli. = (H c : H 8 ) , where H c denotes the absolutely continuous columns, and H s denotes those singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. In X let Sίf x denote the subspace spanned by the columns of ΈL' C .
Likewise, let the rows of K x be suitably arranged so that the first 7Ί form a maximal independent absolutely continuous collection. 
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We now face a rather odd situation. £%r is orthogonal to 
